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Abstract- Targeting at multi-hop wireless sensor networks, a set

of low power MAC design principles have been proposed, and a

novel ultra-low power MAC is designed to be distributed in

nature to support scalability, survivability and adaptability

requirements. Simple CSMA and spread spectrum technique are

combined to trade off bandwidth and power efficiency. A
distributed algorithm is used to do dynamic channel assignment.

A novel wake-up radio scheme is incorporated to take advantage

of new radio technologies. The notion of mobility awareness is

introduced into an adaptive protocol to reduce network
maintenance overhead. The resulted protocol shows much higher

power efficiency for typical sensor network applications.

I. LOW POWER AD HOC RADIO NETWORKS

As a myriad of new wireless communication systems have

emerged during the last two decades and technology has been

keeping advancing to feed human being's seemingly

insatiable appetites for bandwidth, a new multi-hop radio

network structure targeted at anther end of the spectrum, is

getting more and more momentum in research. It is designed

for sensor kind data traffic, limited mobility, high density of

information sources and sinks, large-scale systems. Although

the original efforts were aimed at tactical network, we believe

it has the potential to evolve into an infrastructure-less

ubiquitous information collection, distribution, processing

and control system, parallel to and complimentary to the

existing cellular personal communication systems. It will

enable another wave of new services and further deepen the

penetration of information technology into everyone's life.

UC Berkeley's PicoNode project is designed to be such a

ultra-low power, wireless ad-hoc network [9] [10]. It presents

several challenging design requirements: scalability,

flexibility, survivability, and low power. First, It needs to

support a large number of nodes (hundreds or thousands) in

the system, as well as heterogeneous density of nodes across

the network. Secondly, it must has some degree of self-

configurability. Thirdly, it needs to be robust, so local link

failure will not have a huge impact on overall functionality of

the network. And most of all, long battery life - It would be a

maintenance nightmare having to replace the batteries of the

sensors every day or even every month. In some applications,

the sensors are buried inside a wall so it is impossible to take

them out to replace their batteries. In yet some other

applications, the sensors are used just once and live only as

long as their batteries can support. So it is very important to

make the sensors self powered or have battery life of several

years. In either case, the design of the entire system has to be

optimized for low power consumption.

Traditional efforts in low power design have been mainly

focused on circuit level. We believe a much bigger

optimization space can be found in higher-level protocol

design. The projected power consumption for each node is

lOOuW and cost is less than 50 cents. The size of each node is

1 cm . The power consumption is minimized vertically across

different layers and horizontally through the entire network.

II. Media access control protocols

Multiple access control (MAC) protocols, or media access

control protocols have been studied for decades, and many
designs targeted at different applications and optimization

goals have been proposed. They can be classified into

different categories based on different principles. Some are

centralized, with the base station or group leader doing the

access control; some are distributed. Some use a single

channel; some use multiple channels. Some use various

versions of random access; some use reservation and

scheduling. They are also optimized for different things:

power, delay, throughput, fairness, Quality of Service (Qos)

or support for multiple services.

The MAC for sensor networks has to be distributed and

optimized for power. A distributed method using multiple

channels and random access is the way to go. Distributed

methods do not require a central control point, avoiding the

problem of a single point of failure. Global synchronization is

typically not required in distributed methods. Using multiple

channels reduces collisions and retransmissions. It also

reduces delay and increases throughput. Random access does

not require a node to have any knowledge of the network,

therefore synchronization is not needed and there is no
overhead in exchanging schedules and reservation

information. Protocols using reservation and scheduling have

better channel utilization, but they only make sense for

periodic events, therefore they are not suited for mobile or

any dynamic environment.

But there are very few papers on low power distributed

MAC design. Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) is

combined with Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) in

[1] and with random access in [2]. But both are centralized

methods and are not optimized for power. Several useful

power saving techniques were presented in [3][4] using
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centralized methods. Distributed methods using CDMA are

described in [5][6], but they do not support sleep mode. That

is, a node is not powered off when it is not receiving or

transmitting. Another distributed method uses multiple

channels to implement collision avoidance (CA) by assigning

each sender or receiver a distinct code [7]. It does not support

sleep mode either.

A distributed method that supports sleep mode was

proposed in [8] for sensor networks. It uses distributed

scheduling and CDMA. Only local synchronization is needed.

The scheduling is done pairwisely. Each node has a super-

frame structure, which contains a boot-up phase and a

reservation phase. But the alignment of super-frames is not

synchronized to a single time reference. Instead it starts when
the very first appointment is made for the node, so the

alignment might be different from node to node. In boot-up

phase, a node is powered on to search for a partner to make
an appointment. Through a 4-way handshake, an appointment

is made between two nodes, which manage to talk together.

Only relative time is used in scheduling since the clock of

each node is independent. The time reference common to the

two nodes is established when the first message in the 4-way

handoff is received, ignoring propagation delay. Once the

appointment is made, it is expected to be periodic even

though the appointment can be updated or removed at the end

of current appointment. Only one appointment is set up

between any two nodes. Since each node goes by its own
local schedule and relative time is used, global

synchronization is not required. Multiple code channels are

used to alleviate the potential problem that time slots of

different pairs of nodes might overlap.

The disadvantage of this scheme is that it has long delay in

a multi hop path, since each node in the path has to wait for

its scheduled slot in every hop. It is very difficult to

coordinate broadcast and scheduled unicasts. Broadcast

cannot be scheduled; otherwise global synchronization will

be required. This scheme also has significant overhead in

power since a node has to stay powered on in every boot-up

phase. The low cost oscillators used in sensors tend to have

relatively large frequency variations. Using relative time will

not fix this problem. Guard time is required or the nodes have

to resynchronize themselves after several super-frames, both

incurring power penalty. This scheme is only useful when the

nodes need to talk to one another periodically; otherwise the

overhead of scheduling is not justified. It is also possible that

the boot-up windows of two neighboring nodes never

overlap, so they cannot talk to each other directly, and have to

go through a longer path to communicate, which means more
power consumption. This protocol also does not exploit the

inherent redundancy in the sensor networks.

In the following sections we propose a set of principles for

low power wireless protocol design. Based on that, we
present a novel MAC, which combined the multi-channel

spread spectrum and CSMA/CA. We also propose a novel

power saving mode based on a new wake up radio. Following

that, an integrated protocol with adaptive mobility support is

presented.

III. LOW POWER MAC DESIGN PRINCIPLES

1. Collision should be avoided as far as possible since the

following retransmission leads to unnecessary energy

consumption and also possible unbounded delays. While

at the same time collision avoidance may result in

substantial overhead, which will burn more energy. A
trade off is to be taken care of to achieve close optimal

solution.

2. Related to the first, protocol overhead transmission

should be reduced as much as possible, which include

packets dedicated for network control and header bits for

data packets. We found this extremely important for

PicoNode like network where the traffic is low and

packet is usually very short.

3. In typical wireless systems, receiver has to be powered

on at all times resulting in significant energy

consumption. Again, this is more relevant to a short-

range radio networks than to cellular systems, since a

bigger percent of energy is burned when radio is idle.

The ideal situation would be that radio only power on
when it need transmit or receive packets, and minimize

the monitoring efforts.

4. There are fundamental trade offs in wireless design

between these crucial parameters: bandwidth usage

efficiency, delay, channel quality or BER, and power
consumption.

5. The last, but by far not the least principle, is the notion of

adaptively and mobility awareness. We argue that nodes'

mobility can be a big sink of energy. For a large-scale

system with limited mobility, we need an adaptive

algorithm to support mobility while avoid unnecessary

overhead as far as possible.

IV. Multi-channel mac

Instead of all the nodes broadcasting on a single channel, the

given frequency band is partitioned into multiple channels

and each node is assigned a locally unique channel. The
channel can be implemented by CDMA, FDM, OFDM or

TDMA, each has its advantages and disadvantages. We
assume a spread spectrum CDMA scheme is used in our

system, although an OFDM solution is also under

consideration and final decision for the project has not been

made yet.

For a flexible and scalable mobile multi-hop network, a

limited number (-30) of channels (CDMA codes) have to be

assigned to an almost unlimited (thousands) number of nodes

in a distributed and dynamic way. Here, we define the goal of

our code assignment algorithm: For any node, all of its

neighbors are assigned different codes.
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By neighbors, we mean the nodes who can reach and hear

each other. We assume there is no unidirectional links in the

network. This assumption is actually not as simple as it first

looks like, and we'll briefly discuss the implications in the

last section.

This channel assignment problem is equivalent with the two-

hop coloring problem in graph theory, where it is defined as:

to color the nodes of a graph such that any pair of nodes two

hops away are not with same color. The color assignment is a

NP complete problem, and we are proposing a heuristic

distributed solution:

Fig 1 , two-hop graph coloring solution

The basic idea is to let the nodes listen to a common control

channel (CCC) and periodically broadcast a channel

assignment packet (CAP) to its neighbors using the same

channel. Every node keeps a channel assignment table (CAT)
to record the channel usage by its one-hop and two-hop

neighbors, and make sure, its own channel is different from

all its two-hop neighbors.

During the network setup phase, every node monitors CCC
for a random period within a predefined contention window.

During this time, if no packet has been received from

neighbors, it randomly picks a channel from the available

channel pool, and sends out the CAP with only its own
channel information. Its neighbors get this packet and add it

to their CAT as a single hop entry. Later they send out their

own CAP's with their own channels as well as all the one hop

neighbor information. All the nodes make channel selection

decision based on their current CAT. If a conflict happens

due to packet drop, the node that finds the conflict first need

to switch to another channel. We now formulate the algorithm

in a more strict way:

We define the control message: CAP(i, k), which is sent by
node I to its two-hop neighbors to tell them that channel k has

een definitively assigned to it. All the control messages into a

node is stored into CAT. When CAP(j, k) comes to node I

from a node h which is one hop away from I, two events may
occur: if j DH2(i) (and so j<I), then the incoming message is

stored into the CAT; otherwise, it is either broadcast to the

one hop neighbors of I, if h = j, or neglected, if h ^j. As soon

as CAP(j,k) has been received from all j DH2(i), the CAT is

inspected, and a random selected code, say c', not in the

CAT, is self-assigned to station i. Then, amessage CAP(I, c')

is broadcast to I's neighbors. The aigorithem is described

below:

Build H2(i);

counter := |H2(i)|;

while counter > 0 do

if CAP(j,c) is received from j

then broadcast CAP(j,c)

else if CAP(j,c) is received and jdH2(i) then

counter := couter - 1

;

CAT(add, c);

ChannelPool(remove, c);

endif

endif

enddo

c ChannelPool(random);

code[i] := c;

broadcast CAP(i,c).

We define the network as an incomplete graph G - (V, E),

with V representing the nodes, and E representing the links. D
is defined as the degree of G, and is the maximum number of

neighbors a node can have. By Brook and Vizing theorem,

the upper bound of the number of colors need is d(d-l)+l,

which is quite understandable. Simulation shows that the

algorithm converges quickly and is robust to topology

change.

Node channel assignment can be based on sender, or on

receiver. We call it a sender based channel assignment if a

node uses its own channel to transmit packets and receiver

need to switch to the sender's channel for reception. In

receiver based channel assignment, receiver always listens to

its own channel, and senders use the targeted receiver's

channel for transmission. We are using the first scheme,

because in a transmitter based channel assignment, primary

collisions can be avoided.

V. Wake-up radio

It is observed that in typical scenario, more than 90 percent of

energy is spent on channel monitoring when nothing is

happening. Efforts have been made in some commercial

radios (i.e. WaveLAN card) by adding a sleeping mode to

save power during radios' idle period. This is done by
shutting down back end part of radio and only leaving the

frond end monitoring the channel activity. Power
consumption of the radio during sleeping mode is typically 10

percent to 50 percent of normal radio operation in monitoring

mode. But for a low duty cycle radio system where nodes

only spend 1 percent of time doing data transmission, the

power burned during idle period is still the major part of the

overall power budget.

This is because existing radio system designs use the same
hardware to do data transmission and channel monitoring. We
believe these are different tasks and resource over provision
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has wasted substantial energy: data transmission and

reception require good channel quality, high speed, and thus

complex and power consuming hardware, while channel

monitoring is only to get a binary information whether a

packet targeted at this node is coming. By using a separate

super low power radio (wake-up radio), we can power down
the normal data radio as far as it is neither transmitting nor

receiving any packet, while at the same time the 'wakeup

radio' serves as a 'small ear' keeps monitoring the channel

signaling on a super low power channel. If the node is to send

a packet out, it simply wake up by itself; if a neighbor node is

to send a packet to this node, the sender will send a short

wakeup beacon using the wake-up radio channel, and upon

reception of this beacon the wake-up radio will trigger the

power up of the normal radio to be ready for the reception.

Preliminary research shows the wake-up receiver radio

operation may only take around luW, compared to lOmW a

CDMA radio in monitoring mode. In our targeted traffic

scenario, nodes' radios will get an average power

consumption of lOOuW. The energy for channel monitoring is

almost negligible.

Chan

Chan

Wakeup

Fig 2. Signaling sequence when A want to send a packet to a sleeping node

B.

VI. Mobility adaptivity

We integrate the multi-channel scheme and wake-up radio to

get a framework of low power distributed MAC protocol for

ad hoc radio network.

First we revise the original channel assignment algorithm to

take advantage of the sleeping mode. A major problem here is

that once a node goes to sleep, it can no longer keep track of

the dynamic neighborhood information. To clarify this

problem, we realize the fact that if all the nodes in the

network are fixed, then after the short period of network

initialization, the channel assignment algorithm will converge

to a solution can be used forever. So the power saving

protocol in this case will stop the algorithm totally. But

mobile nodes will change the network topology and entails

consistent update of channel assignment to fit the current

network topology. We can see from this that mobility will

entail more network maintenance traffic and cost more power.

But we noticed that for a lot of cases, especially a sensor

network like PicoNode, only a small part of nodes in

networks are mobile, and with limited speed! For the stable

part of the network, consistent channel assignment update

should be avoided.

Here, we propose an adaptive scheme by the notion of

mobility awareness. Each node in the network is either in

"mobile mode", or "static mode". We assume each node is

aware of its mobility, either by an embedded sensor or input

from upper layer applications. These mobile nodes will

periodically broadcast a beacon using the wake-up channel to

keep its neighbors awake, thus maintain a dynamic active

zone within two hops. Static nodes in the active zone will

remain awake until the beacon has not been received for a

predefined period, and then go back to sleep again. All nodes

just joined a network will act like mobile nodes at the

beginning, but for those static nodes, they will go to sleep

once it find a channel. The mobile nodes can also go to sleep

if it has no interest of its dynamic neighborhood information,

and don't want to be found in the near future.

Next, we deal with the data transmission when the receiver is

in sleeping mode. When a sender gets a packet to be sent to a

neighbor, it whispers a uni-cast wake-up beacon addressed to

the receiver's channel number. Here we find another major

advantage of a receiver based multi-channel assignment

scheme- suppose we have a channel pool of 32 including a

broadcast address, we only need 5 bits encoded in this

beacon, no matter how big the network can be - we call this a

channel based local addressing scheme, which is also used in

data channel. Then the sender switch its data radio to

receiver's channel after a waking up period and send out the

data. The receiver will send back an ACK upon finish

reception. If the sender didn't get the ACK after a predefined

time out, due to wake-up malfunction or collision, it will start

over again. Notice this scheme can be further improved by
incorporation of the well-known RTS-CTS (Request To Send
- Clear To Send) handshake to reduce primary collision when
the data packet is long.

VII. Simulation

Simulation is performed for a regular network of 100 nodes

with degree of 6. A pool of 32 channels is available to be

assigned to the nodes using the described coloring algorithm.

Power performance is evaluated after the channel assignment

algorithm converged and no further topology changes. Only
data transmission related traffic is evaluated at this time. We
compare the EPB (energy per useful bit) of the proposed

protocols under conditions when wakeup radio is used and
when traditional signaling channel is used.

Simulation results show the proposed protocol provides

varying degree of power saving depending on the traffic. In

typical PicoNode application, we achieved an EPB of

2.5~4.0uJ/bit for MAC payload data.The results show at low

network traffic, the EPB of the new protocol is mainly a

function of data packet length. EPB will decrease as the

packets get longer. This is understandable since for longer

packets, the fixed overhead signaling will take smaller part of
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overall energy consumption. In low traffic zone, the EPB of

the proposed protocol is relatively stable, but the EPB of the

traditional radio protocols will increase dramatically as traffic

decrease. This proves the efficiency of our protocol for a low

traffic distributed sensor network.

| , r , T I 1

• on ai au oa as u

Fig 2: Energy per Bit as a function of traffic per node from 50bits/second

~3000bits/second.

Red curve represents traditional radio and blue curve represents the proposed

new protocol; the green curve represents a fictional system where monitoring

power consumption is lower than existing system but higher than PicoNode.

Simulation of the proposed adaptive mobility aware protocol

is under development. And we believe our adaptive network

maintenance algorithm will win an edge in a limited mobility

network.

The parameters used in the simulation and formular

evaluation are listed below:

N=100 A=6 M = 32

P,=10mw Pr =15mw Pm = 12mw Ps = lum
Lw= 16bits U= 16bits Ld=80~400bits U= Obits

R=l 0kbps So=0.1~lpkt/s

N: network size, total number of nodes in the network

A: network degree, maximum number of neighbors a node can have

M: size of channel pool, all the data channels available to the nodes

P
t

: transmitter power consumption during transmission

Pr : receiver power consumption during reception

Pm : data channel monitoring

Ew : energy consumed by a waking up beacon

Ps : sleeping mode power consumption

R: data radio transmission rate:

L: data packet length in bits

Sp : packet generation rate of a single node

VIII. Conclusion and future directions

An ultra-low power MAC has been proposed in this paper.

With the inherent property of distributiveness, it is very

robust and scalable. It does not require any global or local

synchronization. The main radio can be turned off whenever
it is not receiving or transmitting. Simulation results show the

proposed protocol will reduced the power consumption by

10-100 times compare to existing MAC with traditional

radios.

Here we want to point out that the network topology control

and transmission power management are another two
example of challenging problems to be solved in our research.

Most of current researches are based on the assumption of

equal transmission power by all the nodes, but this will result

in extremely poor network topology in most cases due to the

heterogeneous density of a typical ad hoc network. A MAC
protocol based on single channel will find it almost

impossible to do topology control, and actually this is another

strong argument for a multi-channel MAC. To our best

knowledge, except some very preliminary theoretical

research, no practical solutions have been proposed to date. A
link based topology control by transmission power
management has been developed in our research, but due to

the space and its immaturity, we'll not cover it here. W also

believe topology control has the potential to realize local

traffic adaptation and balancing.
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